Northern Colorado Bike & Ped Collaborative
Executive Summary – Wednesday, June 8, 2022
Hybrid Meeting – GoToMeeting & Windsor

CDOT Region 4 Bicycle & Pedestrian Safety Study
Bryce Reeves, CDOT Region 4 Traffic and Local Agency Resident Engineer, summarized Region 4’s Bicycle &
Pedestrian Safety Study. Over the last year, CDOT and its consultant have evaluated segments of the State
Highway system throughout the Region and identified major segments and intersections through crash and
safety analyses and an online public survey. CDOT can share data from the Study with local communities and
partners and expects to partner with local agencies to address the identified hot spots. NFRMPO staff will also
work with Region 4 to identify ways to incorporate identified priorities into the long-range transportation plan.

NoCo Bike & Ped Resources
Gordon reviewed available resources on the NoCo website but asked for feedback about additional resources
based on the Region 4 Bicycle & Pedestrian Safety Study and the new legislation discussed at the May NoCo
meeting. Barzak recommended maps to show trail progress, construction, and need. Gordon reviewed the TIP
and construction map developed by NFRMPO staff. Fodge suggested data from trail counters would be helpful.

Post-MAPG Walk Audit Discussion
Cunningham reviewed lessons learned from the June 2, 2022, Walk Audit undertaken by the Mobility & Access
Priority Group (MAPG) at the Foothills Mall. The group tested the Bike & Ped Hazard Reporter Tool currently
under development, and Cunningham walked through the results. Geary stated she heard feedback about
wayfinding and is working with her team to address wayfinding in the area. Cunningham stated the next Safety
Data Working Group will be June 17, 2022.

TDM Action Plan Discussion
Gordon reviewed progress on the NFRMPO’s Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Action Plan,
including the proposed vision, goals, and strategies. Gordon stated next steps will focus on identifying
implementing partners and measuring success. The group shared feedback, including how TDM is related to
investments in bicycling, updates to the street Level of Service, and who needs to be at the table.

Roundtable
•

Cunningham reviewed the Multimodal Options Funds (MMOF) Call for Projects and invited members of

•

NoCo to share questions about projects for the Scoring Committee meeting on June 14, 2022.
Guthrie stated there are 11 scheduled events for Walk and Bike Month, and Everybody Bike Day will

•

have 18 stations throughout the day.
Fodge shared his experience in northwest Arkansas with mountain bike trails and there are lessons

•

learned for Northern Colorado.
Tess from Cycling Without Age shared progress on development of Cycling Without Age and offered to
bring a bike to a future meeting.
Next agenda topics: Cycling Without Age, Intake Form Review | Next meeting: July 13, 2022

